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Abstract: Designing products to be more sustainable is crucial if the UK is to meet the challenge of
its ambitious new carbon reductions targets by 2050. How designers, manufacturers and service
providers conceptualise behaviour is key to understanding how there will be widespread adoption
of new products. The research area referred to as Design for Sustainable Behaviour has emerged
to explore measures of reducing environmental impact through moderating the way people use
products, services and systems. To date, though, characterisations of its strategies have been relatively
one-dimensional, with an emphasis on environmental psychological approaches to understanding
behaviour. This paper draws on a wider set of literature and academic disciplines to propose
a conceptual framework that incorporates three dimensions: empowerment, information and
motivation. This three-dimensional framework argues for a wider understanding of behaviour that
encompasses feedback, participation and acknowledgement of the wider social and organisational
context that behaviour is situated in. This framework is presented, the implications for theory and
practice are explored, and a challenge is laid down to designers, academics and policymakers to
consider how this framework can be applied, tested and further developed.
Keywords: design for sustainable behaviour; decision making; feedback; feedforward; participation;
motivation; internalisation

1. Introduction
Designing products to be more sustainable is crucial if the UK is to meet its challenging new
aspiration of reducing carbon emissions to net zero by 2050. Raworth [1] reminds us in ‘Doughnut
Economics’ that modern life, underpinned by a capitalist consumption based worldview and practice,
is energy intensive, resource inefficient and unequal in its distribution of wealth. Significant benefits
have been noted by the Waste and Resources Action Programme (WRAP), who have estimated that
businesses in the UK might save £23 billion per year from a circular economy approach. For example,
30 Mt less material input into the economy by 2020, 20% less waste produced (50 Mt less waste) and
20 Mt more materials recycled back into the economy [2]. The WRAP notes four key ways of realising
these savings which place design for sustainable behaviour at the heart:
(1).
(2).
(3).
(4).

Adopting lean production methodologies (i.e., making goods with a lower material requirement);
Less waste in manufacture and business;
Decreasing the amount of working products currently being disposed;
Shifting to a ‘services’ approach (i.e., increasing the amount of products that are leased).

How designers, manufacturers and service providers conceptualise behaviour is key to
understanding how there will be widespread adoption of new products. Whilst current EU legislation,
notably the Energy Efficiency Directive, is driving more efficient products, there is obvious uncertainty
as to how this will play out long term. User behaviour and market led solutions will be vital,
as can be seen by the increasing demand for less single use plastic. This conceptual paper addresses
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this debate by exploring the dimensions considered by designers when conceptualising influences
on user behaviour. However, user behaviour is typically conceptualised through one dimension:
power in decision making underpinned by limited understandings of behaviour. We propose a new
conceptual framework that extends its notion by integrating a wider understanding of behaviour,
incorporating three dimensions; empowerment, information and motivation. The theoretical and
practical implications of this framework are discussed, and the presented typology can practically
support related practices within Design for Sustainable Behaviour (DfSB) to better help the strategy
selection and to instigate the internalisation of behavioural change in a more effective way.
2. Background—Dimension of Power in Decision Making
Design for Sustainable Behaviour (DfSB) has emerged under the domain of sustainable design,
which explores the measures of reducing environmental impact through moderating the way people
use products, services and systems [3]. In the past years, scholars in this field have proposed various
different design strategies and dimensions to consider during the process of designing such products or
systems [4]. Earlier studies have focused on identifying design strategies to bring about a behavioural
change for achieving environmental benefit [5–8]. More recently, a number of empirical data are being
reported that evaluated the acceptance and effectiveness of these strategies through case studies [9–11]
that were focussed on strategy selection for targeted behaviour [12–14]. Further theoretical development
has been made to improve its design methodologies, processes and toolbox, incorporating behavioural
psychology and the consideration of ethical implications [15–19]. While studies on DfSB continue
to grow, concerns are being raised that limitations of these DfSB strategies are rarely discussed [20].
These limitations would encompass issues such as a risk of not achieving an intended behaviour,
obsolescence of an intervention and insufficient data from a longitudinal study to evaluate the
effectiveness of DfSB strategies. The question still remains whether those changed behaviours induced
by design-led interventions would continue over a prolonged period. More specifically, how can
design help increase the effectiveness of the strategy and how can intended behaviour be reproduced,
maintained and internalised?
A categorisation has been suggested through an extensive literature review around the works
of DfSB, as previously summarised [21], and practical guidance for design practitioners has been
developed and assessed [22]. While its theoretical foundations have been greatly advanced, the
lack of a unified framework in exploring its strategies has been raised as a central concern [13,18].
Kuijer and Bakker [17] have rightly challenged DfSB to adopt a wider understanding of behaviour,
which incorporates knowledge around social practices in order to gain a deeper understanding
of sustainable consumption. Furthermore, it has been pointed out that discussions are limited in
relation to how strategies can be applied according to their target group or in-situ, and more empirical
understanding is needed to identify dimensions that account for their effectiveness [23].
Coskun, Zimmerman and Erbug [21] suggest that assessment of effectiveness would require a
series of longitudinal studies and also an improvement of the dimensions discussed in the literature
to help strategy selection. However, it has been suggested and evidenced that the combination of
intervention is much more effective when applying the sum of the two to promote pro-environmental
behaviour [24]. So far, DfSB approaches are interpreted one-dimensionally on a horizontal axis of
‘power in decision making’ (see Figure 1).
In any behavioural change context, building a habitual behaviour, i.e., internalising the changed
behaviour without the need of intervention, would be an ideal transition. Hence, gaining a better
understanding of the relationship between dimensions of DfSB and considering this behavioural
transition is necessary for improving strategies that bring profound and lasting impact on people’s
behaviour. Considering the notion of complexity involved in daily practice, and if DfSB involves
the intention of breaking the habit of people, dimensions should reflect the complex nature of
human behaviour.

3.1. Power in Decision Making
One of the early suggested design strategies for inducing an intended behaviour is the ‘script’
approach defined as “a product layout guiding the behaviours of the user, in a more or less forceful
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way” [25] (p. 120). The idea is to stimulate users to perform intended behaviours through “value,
incentive and rules”; that are scripted in between the service and the product. However, this
approach
can conversely
through
design attributes
similarthree
to what
Norman [26]
This paper
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the
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design application that allows users to perceive the ‘possibility’ of a certain action.

Figure
Figure1.1.Dimension
Dimensionof
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decisionmaking’
making’[18].
[18].

3. Three Dimensions
One of the earliest frameworks within DfSB studies was first proposed by Lilley et al. [27], which
wasPower
later detailed
into
seven strategies by Bhamra et al. [28] using the dimension of ‘power in decision
3.1.
in Decision
Making
making’, or was referred to as the ‘axis of influence’ [29]. Later studies attempted to categorise
One of the early suggested design strategies for inducing an intended behaviour is the ‘script’
strategies within this dimension by comparing the terminologies, as shown in Figure 1 [18,30]. The
approach defined as “a product layout guiding the behaviours of the user, in a more or less forceful
spectrum of this dimension mainly differentiates strategies by the distribution of control between the
way” [25] (p. 120). The idea is to stimulate users to perform intended behaviours through “value,
user and the product. One end of the spectrum uses a script to induce a behavioural change whereby
incentive and rules”; that are scripted in between the service and the product. However, this approach
power in decision making relies more on the user in action. The other end, product or artefact uses
can conversely constrain behaviours through design attributes similar to what Norman [26] describes
exerted force to ensure a behavioural change, avoid unintended behaviour or to ensure a change
as ‘affordances’ and ‘constraints’; the appearance of the device providing clues to its operation.
without changing behaviour, not necessarily involving a conscious decision by the user. In this case,
Norman later details the distinction between ‘perceived affordance’ and ‘real affordance’. He argues
users will be unaware of any values, incentives or rules instigated by the intervention. Gardner and
that affordances can guide certain behaviours through ‘real’ physical objects, without people having to
think about their own actions, whereas the ‘perceived affordance’ is a scripted design application that
allows users to perceive the ‘possibility’ of a certain action.
One of the earliest frameworks within DfSB studies was first proposed by Lilley et al. [27],
which was later detailed into seven strategies by Bhamra et al. [28] using the dimension of ‘power
in decision making’, or was referred to as the ‘axis of influence’ [29]. Later studies attempted to
categorise strategies within this dimension by comparing the terminologies, as shown in Figure 1 [18,30].
The spectrum of this dimension mainly differentiates strategies by the distribution of control between
the user and the product. One end of the spectrum uses a script to induce a behavioural change
whereby power in decision making relies more on the user in action. The other end, product or artefact
uses exerted force to ensure a behavioural change, avoid unintended behaviour or to ensure a change
without changing behaviour, not necessarily involving a conscious decision by the user. In this case,
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users will be unaware of any values, incentives or rules instigated by the intervention. Gardner and
Stern [31] categorise this strategy as ‘efficiency behaviour’, where adoption of these products will
generate certain incentives without interfering with people’s behaviour. These strategies often involve
intelligent products that may have a greater impact but fail to account for ethical considerations.
This is similar to what Latour [32] refers to as the ‘delegation to machines’; and Norman calls ‘real
affordance’ [26], where they argue that undermining forces on behavioural change can be eliminated
by complete delegation of all actions to the device in question; also known as ‘black-boxed script’ [33].
However, given the urgency of the environmental problem, Lilley, Lofthouse and Bhamra [27] argue
that these interventions can be necessary and provide a starting path of action, which could potentially
reduce the intended impact. Nevertheless, human actions are not as predictable as a machine’s;
therefore, designed inscription for inducing new behaviour may also be resisted by users who are
social agents [34].
Empowerment
Intelligent products and new technological interventions have been causing moral and ethical
concerns among scholars over the notion of them having a lack of ‘autonomous’ control. Jelsma [35]
states that designers are the people who inscribe ‘morality’ in the thing they make and that immorality
(e.g., over-consumption of energy) has to be corrected by moral behaviour. Brey [36,37] has argued
that autonomy of the user may be hindered when their essential everyday actions are ‘trained’ by
behaviour steering technologies. To some degree, these technologies set goals and plans on behalf of
users, whereby humans no longer become an autonomous decision maker. This type of ‘automated’
strategy is referred to as being ‘sustainable by stealth’ [27]. Tang [38] has discussed these concerns and
pointed out their weaknesses in; lack of normative and motivational change, rebound effect, low user
acceptance and ethical/moral issues over being ‘stealthy’. However, when ‘power in decision making’
is with the user, the motivational change and user acceptance become greater [38].
It is argued that changed behaviour can be maintained through repeated exposure to similar
interventions [39]. In addition, the effectiveness of interventions depends on the process of changing
existing habits, initiating new behaviour, and the maintenance of that behaviour [40,41]. However,
De Young [42] argues that interventions should focus on maintaining the steadiness of changed
behaviour, and at the same time minimise the need for repeated interventions. In increasing the
effectiveness of DfSB strategy, it was suggested that when the ‘power in decision making’ is delegated
to a user, the normative and motivational change will increase, which in turn leads to greater
user acceptance of implemented intervention [38]. Whilst many scholars emphasise the need for
longitudinal study for DfSB strategies, it is critical to account for how a design element should help
increase effectiveness and how intended behaviour can be reproduced, maintained and internalised in
the longer-term with greater autonomy to reinforce their motivation. In other words, enabling the user
to build a strong sense of empowerment and take responsibility for their volition and choices towards
practicing sustainable behaviour.
An increasingly popular model for conceptualising empowerment is Shelly Arnstein’s Ladder
of Participation [43] (see Figure 2). In her model, Arnstein argues that citizen involvement is a fairer
way of distributing power in our society, especially within the planning context. At the bottom of the
ladder are one-dimensional forms of communication that act as a substitute for more authentic types
of interaction. Arnstein believes that ‘citizen control’ should be at the top of the ladder, thus signifying
a redistribution of power to those who are often excluded from the decision making processes within
society [43]. This model has been successfully applied to a range of disciplines, most recently energy
behaviours in buildings and organisations [44].
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3.2. Information (Feedback)
3.2. Information (Feedback)
The need to move beyond information-provision and explore innovative ways of providing
The need to move beyond information-provision and explore innovative ways of providing
feedback is central to behaviour change. One of the most conventional strategies in behavioural
feedback is central to behaviour change. One of the most conventional strategies in behavioural
change is the ‘carrot and stick’ approach, which originates from behavioural psychology that ‘we learn
change is the ‘carrot and stick’ approach, which originates from behavioural psychology that ‘we
what to do (and what not to do) by experiencing positive (and negative) reinforcements (rewards
learn what to do (and what not to do) by experiencing positive (and negative) reinforcements
or penalties) for our behaviour’ [45] (p.109). The second most discussed dimension is the function
(rewards or penalties) for our behaviour’ [45] (p.109). The second most discussed dimension is the
of ‘feedback’ within DfSB studies. A user agentive performance indicator such as a smart-meter or
function of ‘feedback’ within DfSB studies. A user agentive performance indicator such as a smarteco-feedback has proven to bring a positive impact on household energy consumption [46]. This kind
meter or eco-feedback has proven to bring a positive impact on household energy consumption [46].
of system, in theory, may be recognised as an applicable method in increasing the awareness of one’s
This kind of system, in theory, may be recognised as an applicable method in increasing the
behaviour [47], especially when the electricity consumption is linked to appliances and associated
awareness of one’s behaviour [47], especially when the electricity consumption is linked to appliances
activities. However, the effectiveness of these systems is still in debate [48,49]. Some criticisms were
and associated activities. However, the effectiveness of these systems is still in debate [48,49]. Some
presented against eco-feedback systems, stating that they have a similar strategy to an educational
criticisms were presented against eco-feedback systems, stating that they have a similar strategy to
intervention where information itself does not necessarily lead to behaviour change [50]. According to
an educational intervention where information itself does not necessarily lead to behaviour change
Strengers [51], eco-feedback is likely to appeal only to those who are environmentally motivated, and
[50]. According to Strengers [51], eco-feedback is likely to appeal only to those who are
conservation benefits may languish over a period of time. Studies suggest that many householders
environmentally motivated, and conservation benefits may languish over a period of time. Studies
discontinued using the energy feedback system, or the anticipated behavioural change was absent
suggest that many householders discontinued using the energy feedback system, or the anticipated
due to the disconnection between consumption data and the perceived non-negotiability (e.g., using a
behavioural change was absent due to the disconnection between consumption data and the
hairdryer every morning) of everyday practices [48,51,52]. This emphasises the fact that the feedback
perceived non-negotiability (e.g., using a hairdryer every morning) of everyday practices [48,51,52].
device only provides information about how much people consume, rather than linking the behaviour
This emphasises the fact that the feedback device only provides information about how much people
consequences to generate a spontaneous occurrence for internalisation (i.e., goal-setting). Therefore,
consume, rather than linking the behaviour consequences to generate a spontaneous occurrence for
it is more important for feedback interventions to reinforce self-efficacy [53] to sustain the intended
internalisation (i.e., goal-setting). Therefore, it is more important for feedback interventions to
behaviour at later stages. Overall, whilst research has shown that feedback can impact on changing
reinforce self-efficacy [53] to sustain the intended behaviour at later stages. Overall, whilst research
user behaviour, saving between 5%–15% on average [46], there is certainly no obvious cause and
has shown that feedback can impact on changing user behaviour, saving between 5%–15% on average
effect between installing more innovative domestic energy metering that would lead to householders
[46], there is certainly no obvious cause and effect between installing more innovative domestic
changing their behaviour. More often than not, research has shown that these devices fade into
energy metering that would lead to householders changing their behaviour. More often than not,
‘the background’ [54].
research has shown that these devices fade into ‘the background’ [54].
These factors may relate strongly to how the frequency of feedback is delivered. It has been seen
These factors may relate strongly to how the frequency of feedback is delivered. It has been seen
that eco-feedback can have an impact on energy saving, with recent studies focusing on gathering
that eco-feedback can have an impact on energy saving, with recent studies focusing on gathering
empirical evidence to measure the effectiveness of different types of feedback delivery [55]. Yun, Aziz
empirical evidence to measure the effectiveness of different types of feedback delivery [55]. Yun, Aziz
and Lasternas [55] investigated the implications of energy feedback design presentations (e.g.,
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Feedback and Forward
Feedback and Forward
According to Van Houwelingen and Van Raaij [58], there are several functions of feedback.
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Matsumura and Fruchter [60] define feedback as a physical trigger that influences the behaviour
change realised by a perceivable artefact, but add on an additional trigger of feedforward, which
describes the “effect of perceived characteristics of availability, functionality and usability acquired
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Matsumura and Fruchter [60] define feedback as a physical trigger that influences the behaviour
change realised by a perceivable artefact, but add on an additional trigger of feedforward, which describes
the “effect of perceived characteristics of availability, functionality and usability acquired from an
artefact” [60] (p. 70). These types of strategies, based on assumption, focus on predicting information
about the positive or negative consequences of intended behaviours in order to gain certain rewards
from performing a new behaviour. As people respond to either antecedent interventions or positive
incentives, when these strategies fail to achieve an anticipated result, often penalties can be enforced to
limit unsustainable behaviours. Stern [24] points out that this consequential information (e.g., financial
incentive) may influence behavioural change, but it is less likely to occur unless appropriate information
makes individuals be aware that incentives are available. In other words, certain feedback (or forward)
mechanism must be provided to inform the consequences of those new behaviours. As discussed above,
behaviours influenced by feedback do not exist in a vacuum and must also be set in an organisational,
social and cultural context.
Increasingly, calls have been made to embrace a more participatory approach to feedback in
which the information provided cannot just be top-down or bottom-up, but feedforward. The notion of
feedforward has been suggested as a potential role of design, whereby its representation goes beyond
the function of feedback and provides an individual’s selection of action that is based on future
scenarios or predictions of the future state that can be speculative [61]; referred to as advice by [55].
The design element in this type of DfSB strategy may delegate more control for the inclusion of user’s
autonomously driven interaction in between services and product and increase its relationship to the
user, which is created through voluntary occurrences. In the psychological domain, the concept of
feedforward also has strict interconnection with motivation [62]. If user acceptance of the feedforward
method is high and personalised, it could better inform and empower more responsible decision
making via positive advisory information. In this context, it can be instructive to include feedforward
strategy into the spectrum of the ‘information’ dimension, which could potentially instigate the
internalisation of behavioural change in a more effective way.
3.3. The Motivation
A wide range of studies have been undertaken, with empirical evidence, that highlight the need
to take into account different external variables, like incentive and penalty, to overcome behavioural
change resistance [24,40,63]. Various DfSB strategies have been suggesting ways to stimulate both
attitudinal and external factors affecting its behavioural determinant. This notion of encompassing both
attitudinal (internal) and contextual (external) factors as determinants in bringing behaviour change
originates from a psychological model called attitude-behaviour-context (ABC) [64] (See Figure 4).
The model advocates concerns over studies using a single variable that results in the inconsistency
of end results and an incomprehensive understanding of how behaviour change occurs. However,
Jackson [45] explains the weakness of such an approach using an ABC model as an example of
how behaviours are limited by external (contextual) factors; essentially there was no link between
attitude and behaviour. Also, interventions addressing single factors are likely to be effective in the
short-term, and that attitude may have a weak impact when behaviours are strongly regulated by
external factors [45,65].
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Figure 4. Attitude-belief-contextual (ABC) model of recycling [64].
Figure 4. Attitude-belief-contextual (ABC) model of recycling [64].

While other academics emphasise the interventions dealing with feedback or the implications
While other academics emphasise the interventions dealing with feedback or the implications
on external factors (extrinsic motivation such as incentive or penalty), De Young [42] highlights the
on external factors (extrinsic motivation such as incentive or penalty), De Young [42] highlights the
importance of ‘intrinsic motivation’, which has an effect beyond tangible rewards like an incentive.
importance of ‘intrinsic motivation’, which has an effect beyond tangible rewards like an incentive.
He argues that ‘intrinsic motivation’ may reduce the side effects of intervention by making individuals
He argues that ‘intrinsic motivation’ may reduce the side effects of intervention by making
discover a behaviour that is worth doing for its own right; inherent satisfaction gained by direct
individuals discover a behaviour that is worth doing for its own right; inherent satisfaction gained
experience of those interventions. Deci and Ryan [66] argue that behaviours that are intrinsically
by direct experience of those interventions. Deci and Ryan [66] argue that behaviours that are
motivated do not require reinforcements, since activities that are sufficiently interesting in themselves
intrinsically motivated do not require reinforcements, since activities that are sufficiently interesting
are intrinsically rewarding. Deci and Ryan [66] anticipated that intrinsically motivated behaviours
in themselves are intrinsically rewarding. Deci and Ryan [66] anticipated that intrinsically motivated
are based on people’s need to feel competent, self-determined, and autonomous; whereas people
behaviours are based on people’s need to feel competent, self-determined, and autonomous; whereas
feel subsequently less motivated when they feel controlled by extrinsic motivation. However,
people feel subsequently less motivated when they feel controlled by extrinsic motivation. However,
they hypothesised that extrinsic motivations can be controlled invariably to the extent to which they are
they hypothesised that extrinsic motivations can be controlled invariably to the extent to which they
self-determined as they enact the regulation; known as self-determination theory (SDT). In support of
are self-determined as they enact the regulation; known as self-determination theory (SDT). In
this argument, they built the concept of ‘internalisation’, where behaviours affected by regulations are
support of this argument, they built the concept of ‘internalisation’, where behaviours affected by
internalised through the processes of introjection, identification, or integration (see Figure 5). Extrinsic
regulations are internalised through the processes of introjection, identification, or integration (see
motivations can differ to the extent in which people are either controlled, sometimes punished or
Figure 5). Extrinsic motivations can differ to the extent in which people are either controlled,
become autonomous through their feelings of the social norm. If a user of intervention has a lack of
sometimes punished or become autonomous through their feelings of the social norm. If a user of
motivation for changing their behaviour, change can be instigated and controlled by either external
intervention has a lack of motivation for changing their behaviour, change can be instigated and
regulations (potentially by others) or by introjected regulation that is carried out by an individual.
controlled by either external regulations (potentially by others) or by introjected regulation that is
Contrastingly, identified regulation can be generated by people having more ownership of their
carried out by an individual. Contrastingly, identified regulation can be generated by people having
behaviour, thus becoming more autonomous. Finally, the ‘internalisation’ becomes most effective when
more ownership of their behaviour, thus becoming more autonomous. Finally, the ‘internalisation’
the integrated regulation makes the individual perform self-determined behaviour that is in a fully
becomes most effective when the integrated regulation makes the individual perform selfvolitional mode of action [66]. Therefore, they argue that non-intrinsically motivated behaviours can
determined behaviour that is in a fully volitional mode of action [66]. Therefore, they argue that nonbecome truly self-determined. However, Deci and Ryan make clear a distinction between the intrinsic
intrinsically motivated behaviours can become truly self-determined. However, Deci and Ryan make
and fully ‘internalised’ extrinsic motivation by separating them with a vertical line; although they are
clear a distinction between the intrinsic and fully ‘internalised’ extrinsic motivation by separating
volitional, the ‘internalisation’ is only possible through instrumentality, e.g., feeling responsible for
them with a vertical line; although they are volitional, the ‘internalisation’ is only possible through
performing sustainable behaviour. Presumably, the regulations within this internalisation process
instrumentality, e.g., feeling responsible for performing sustainable behaviour. Presumably, the
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framework argues that the internalisation of sustainable behaviours can be instigated
by
adopting the elements within these three dimensions when designing DfSB strategies. In aligning
this approach, there is significant potential for internalised behaviour if strategies incorporate more
empowerment to the user, allowing feedforward (including feedback) to help plan their future actions
and facilitate more intrinsic motivation. However, it is important to note that the internalisation
would require some degree of empirical process, which can be controlled and developed from
behaviour induced by initial steps within the spectrum of dimensions, depending on the urgency of
the behavioural problem.
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The integration of three dimensions enables the framework to produce a typology of eight
design spaces (see Figure 7), which would help the design and selection of DfSB strategies based on
whether design attempts induce sustainable behaviour, prevent unsustainable behaviour or
influence the habits of the target user.
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Two practical examples illustrate this. Firstly, building on existing work linking human generated
energy power to electricity consumption [11], the authors have an ongoing longitudinal study that
investigates the effectiveness of the framework, focusing on instigating a daily exercise habit for people
feeling physically inactive. The design-led intervention includes features relating to each dimension,
providing empowerment via an exercise routine (or force exercise via constraining peripheral activity
such as TV watching), feedback display indicating long and short-term consequences of changing
behaviour (feedback and forward), and evaluation of the internalisation process through periodic
qualitative interviews with the study participants; see [11] as an example. The internalised behaviour
can be instigated through gradually delegating more empowerment of exercise to the user rather than
by using force, causing the user to set daily exercise goals and make the behaviour itself be intrinsically
rewarding (healthy).
The second example comes from within the field of architecture and the built environment.
The authors have been involved in exploring participatory approaches in the design and implementation
of energy feedback devices [67]. In this example, building users were positive about the benefits of
engagement, and the design team were able to build a more bespoke and locally responsive application.
Energy feedback tools can improve the visibility of energy consumption, and as a result of this
engagement with building users the web-based responsive web application was able to begin to move
beyond feedback and allow building users to share information with each other to try and understand
the areas of wasteful consumption. Such tools then offer great potential, though it would be wrong to
underestimate the challenging organisational, social and cultural contexts that these energy behaviours
are situated within.
6. Application and Reflections
Given the scale of the environmental challenge before us, strategies of DfSB must be advanced
to accommodate future facing behavioural interventions. The need for greater resource efficiency,
reduced waste and the adoption of circular economy principles are vital if carbon reduction targets are
to be met. Lessons need to be learnt, and frameworks and models from a broader range of disciplines
than those previously considered need to be applied. This paper has presented a new framework,
drawn from a wider literature base, to identify effective DfSB strategies and utilise them as a matrix to
both further define categories and generate inclusive and open-ended discussion that can reveal new
avenues to advance knowledge in this discipline.
For example, Ryan and Deci [68] emphasise the innate psychological needs in maintaining
motivation, which is competence, autonomy and relatedness. All these needs have been lightly discussed
in relation to the proposed framework. For instance, autonomy can be generated by having volitional
control of behaviour (power in decision making) that is reinforced by intrinsic motivations; competence
can be constructed by the utilisation of feedback mechanisms with varying motivations and relatedness
can also be generated via external motivations and feedback systems (e.g., competition or online
connection with others). However, Ryan and Deci [68] note that the feeling of competence will not
enhance intrinsic motivation unless it is accompanied by a sense of autonomy.
Habitual behaviour, such as energy usage, is strongly embedded in inconspicuous norms of
everyday practice. Whilst many case studies reported in the DfSB field focus on changing individual
behaviour, recent scholars have emphasised the need for bringing a change at the practical level. It is
important that future research combines and cross-references the fields of design discipline, social
practice theory, environmental science and organisational studies, alongside environmental psychology,
to greater understand behaviour within its wider context. This notion has profound implications for
the potential impacts of interventions to influence sustainable behaviour by changing people’s existing
habits. Thus, strategies within DfSB should not merely depend upon influencing attitudes or using
external factors but should instead change the practices. Further work is now required to apply this
framework to refine and clarify the interdependent and interconnected dimensions.
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7. Conclusions
This paper has presented a new framework that proposes three dimensions to consider for DfSB
studies. It has provided an explanatory concept for each dimension of empowerment, information,
and motivation. The relationships and strategies associated with these dimensions are essentially an
elaboration of the spectrums derived from previous studies, but further work has been carried out to
recount how they are interconnected and interdependent to each other. It has discussed how these
interdependent dimensions could make a constructive step towards modelling an internalisation of
changed behaviour, serve as a guideline to formulate questions to further study, and provide a matrix
to suggest new design spaces to accommodate development of more effective DfSB strategies. This will
require future studies within DfSB to gain a better understanding of how cultural, social and material
surroundings also have implications for sustainable behaviour, not simply focusing on behavioural
problem such as energy consumption or carbon reduction but also wider strategies for sustainable
development. We look forward to contributing to these debates.
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